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Arête Vol 3.0

Dear reader, we are delighted to bring you 

yet another edition of Arête. We have 

endeavoured to make each edition of 

Arête as fresh and content rich as possible. 

This time around we have added new case 

studies and knowledge nuggets, which 

we’re sure you will find intriguing and 

enlightening. Please feel free to share your 

thoughts and views by writing to us at 

knowledge@ssa-solutions.com. Happy 

reading!
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Chairman's desk

Dear reader, I take this opportunity to wish you and your loved ones a happy, peaceful and prosperous new 

year. The new year has started on a positive note for SSA Group with a handful of exciting strategic alliances 

and new projects to usher in. We signed a strategic partnership with the prestigious Al Balushi Group of Oman 

with a commitment to strengthen Omani industries and the country’s economy at large. Closer to home, we 

signed an MOU with the prestigious National Chamber of Exports (NCE) in Sri Lanka with a mandate to serve the 

Sri Lankan export oriented industries to achieve their vision 2020. We kicked off a bunch of exciting new projects 

for clients across pharmaceuticals, process industry, joinery and electrical engineering.

This issue of Arête covers an interesting case study of Lean application in a vertically integrated food processing 

industry in Middle East. Lean helped to unearth several forms of ”Muda” i.e. Non-Value Adding activities that 

were systematically identified and eliminated. The final outcome being almost 20% reduction in direct labour, 

30% reduction in setup times and significant improvement in throughput per shift. 

We have also briefly covered a knowledge nugget on an exciting new topic called “Lean Labs”, where we are 

working with a few pharmaceutical clients. The idea is to identify and eliminate non-value adding activities 

across the pharma QA/QC value chain unearthing a goldmine of opportunity to eliminate delays and 

dramatically improve the productivity of the QA/QC team.



Case Study: Lean and Mean Food Industry

Situation: ABC is a leading name in the food industry in Middle East. The

company is synonymous with high quality products across categories

such as vegetable oils and comfort foods. ABC embarked on an

ambitious project to tackle process inefficiencies through Lean

techniques.

Actions taken: The project covered diagnosing entire business

covering demand planning, supply chain and manufacturing areas. The

focus was on identifying non-value adding activities that affected plant

efficiency, their root causes and appropriate countermeasures.

Results: The project unearthed several areas of profit leaks and

implementation of suitable countermeasures. The benefits included a

20% direct labour reduction, significant material saving, equipment

utilisation increase and resultant throughput increase all adding up to

substantial financial gains.



Situation – deep dive

ABC is a leading name in the food industry in GCC region with a

vast array of in-house brands as well as subcontracting

arrangements with several well-known brands. The factory

boasts of state-of-the-art technology and process automation.

However, despite the high level of sophistication, they faced

several non-value adding activities in their operations that led to

excess manpower deployment in all sections.

Overall productivity per person was below benchmark levels

leaving a significant opportunity for efficiency gains. The

leadership team recognised the need to critically evaluate

every operation with a lean lens to identify non-value-adding

activities that may be simplified or completely eliminated thus

freeing up excess resources.



Actions Taken – deep dive

A core team of change agents was constituted. The team was

trained on Lean fundamentals and exposed to practical

application of the tools. A value stream mapping exercise

revealed several opportunities for improvement across the value

chain. Baseline data on several key metrics were collected to

quantify the pain areas. Several pain points impacting

productivity, quality and resource utilisation were highlighted.

These covered issues such as non-value adding manual

activities, delay contributors, and quality concerns. “kaizen”

charters were put in place to tackle each issue and

identify/implement appropriate countermeasures. Suitable

capex solutions wherever required were identified and

incorporated part of solution implementation plan. The solutions

implemented covered areas such as:

 Manpower productivity

 Material wastage

 Setup time reduction

 Downtime reduction



Results – deep dive

In all, about 20% improvement in direct labour productivity, 30%

reduction in downtime & set-up time and throughout increase

per shift were recorded. Several solutions had the potential for

horizontal deployment to other sections of the factory thus

potentially multiplying the gains.

All these improvements translated to roughly 4 times return on

investment and a recurring benefit to the organization.



News update – 1

SSA signed a MOU with National Chamber of Exports

(NCE) and National Institute of Education (NIOE), two

well known bodies in Sri Lanka.

The association was announced in their AGM at Hotel

Galadari in Colombo on 11th Jan. NC delivered the

keynote address along with His Highness Sri. Karu

Jayasuriya, the speaker of Sri Lanka parliament as chief

guest. The event was broadcasted live in many TV

channels along with press coverage. SSA will be the

knowledge resource for supporting export industries to

achieve government’s 2020 export vision.



Knowledge Nugget: “Lean as it should be”

The Expert

Naveen 
Narayanan, 
MD, SSA 
International 
LLC

“Lean as it should be”

It is well established than lean emerged in the automotive world, and its roots can be traced back to 
Toyota. Toyota benefited immensely from lean, which is largely credited for Toyota’s meteoric raise after 
World War II ended. Lean principles emerged from Toyota’s pursuit to ‘do more with less’ because they 
could never afford the huge capital and inventory costs that Ford and other American competitors 
effortlessly could. Toyota thus had to think of innovative means to survive and grow, which led to a 
relentless pursued for dramatic improvements in productivity, quality, throughput, lead times and service 
levels while reducing inventory and operating costs — all at the same time. Though lean transformed 

manufacturing in Japan for Toyota and its suppliers as well as many other Japanese industries that 
emulated these practices, it was never branded or propagated as a set of tools that guaranteed 
transformation; it was only a philosophy, a set of principles, which when pursued relentlessly would 
eliminate waste in all forms and create an agile and flexible organization, responsive to customer needs. 
The tools were merely means to an end!

Read the entire article at: https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/lean-should-naveen-narayanan/



News update – 2

SSA signed a strategic partnership with the prestigious

Al Balushi Group of Oman. This MOU signals our

renewed commitment to strengthen Omani industries

and the country’s economy at large through our

focused business improvement solutions.



“Alchemist” of the Month: Prashant Kute

Prashant Kute has been with SSA for little over a year and he work for the Knowledge Management
Department at the company’s HO. Introvert by nature, Prashant hardy interacts with anyone in office
making you wonder what he’s up to?! But take a closer look and you will realize that he perfectly befits the
phrase “Silent Performer”. Prashant has quietly contributed towards many projects for SSA – be it designing
a plant layouts or preparing highly impactful presentations for a pitch.

Very recently SSA bagged a prestigious order with a pharma client to roll out “Lean Labs” and Prashant
played a pivotal role. Prashant was given the responsibility to customize the training material to suit the
client’s specific use case and he delivered it with aplomb. With limited time at his disposal, Prashant
delivered a gem of a training module that was highly appreciated by the client.

We appreciate Prashant for his dedication, hard work and sincerity of purpose and wish him a great
career with us. Take a bow, Prashant!



Knowledge Nugget: Lean Laboratory

The Expert

‘Lean Labs’ 
by Vijay 
Dhonde, CEO, 
SSA Asia Pacific

Application

 Reducing batch 
changeover time

 Reducing the time taken in 
quality control

 Management of stores 
(incoming raw material , 
finished products)

 Sustaining continuous 
product development

 Waste management

Main Idea

A Lean Laboratory is one which is focused on testing products and 
materials to deliver results in the most efficient way in terms of cost, speed 
and quality. 

The goal of lean laboratory is:
 To use less effort
 Fewer resources
 Less time to test incoming samples

Targets for lean lab
 Reduced Lead Time for batch releases
 Improved Productivity (Sample to Analyst ratio)
 Scientific method for Scheduling
 Better utilization of all resources (Analyst, Instruments, Glassware, 

Chemicals, etc.)



Knowledge Nugget: Lean Laboratory

Benefits

 Defined, structured and 
controlled laboratory processes 
delivering more consistent and 
predicable laboratory 
performance

 Detailed understanding of lab 
capacity and resourcing 
requirements

 Reduced lead-times

 Improved RFT (Right First Time)

 Significantly Increased 
productivity

Features

1. Lean Laboratory's main objective is ‘Process Optimization’
 The aim is to eliminate time wasting steps in the workflow.
 The main objective of Lean Lab is not to make staff redundancies or operate 

a lab with fewer employees.

2. A lean approach can be applied to every organization, however big or small
 Lean principles can deliver significant improvements in the laboratory: 

simplified processes; reduced lead times; and increased lab productivity. This 
is applicable to everyone!

3. Lean methods and tools can be effectively applied to any new or existing 
laboratories
 Lean Laboratory is very effective when applied to the design and build phase 

of a new laboratory. However, it is equally relevant when applied to improve 
existing workflows and processes in an already established laboratory.



Upcoming events

RSVP

Ms. Rekha Agashe  

T. +91-22-2565 2448 

M: +91 9820579604

Pragmatic Leadership Book Launch in ‘Ahmedabad 

Management Association’

Friday, 9 February 2018

6:30 pm onwards

Profit Leadership Seminar with ‘ASSOCHAM’ at NOIDA

February 2018
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